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It took me a few tries, but I finally got a passable demo/tutorial about Pipewire and QJackCtl.

In this episode, Red Hat's Chris Wright and Sherard Griffin explore artificial intelligence and machine learning's relationship to data, the role that open source plays in the development of models, and how projects like Open Data Hub can foster a culture of innovation.

In this video, I am going to show an overview of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4 and some of the applications pre-installed.
Red Hat Universal Base Image (UBI) is Red Hat's container-ready operating system image that allows you to build smaller images for use in container-based systems. With the announcement that UBI images are now ?Verified Publisher? images on Docker Hub, developers now have nothing standing between them and their application running on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL). Freely redistributable Linux images that are OCI-compliant (Open Container Initiative) and ready for Kubernetes can be prepared with a simple FROM command in your Dockerfile.

David Egts, senior director and chief technologist of Red Hat's North American public sector business, indicated during a question-and-answer session with ExecutiveBiz the use of edge computing devices and an open hybrid cloud approach could help agencies address data management challenges.
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